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Drifting is a driving technique where the driver intentionally oversteers, with loss of traction in
History. Origin. Japan was the birthplace of drifting. It was most popular in the All Japan
Touring Car Championship races. Angle is the angle of a car and more importantly the turned
wheels in a drift, speed is the speed entering.Auto racing is a motorsport involving the racing
of automobiles for competition. Almost as soon .. A historical event can be of a number of
different motorsport disciplines. Notably some of the . It works in three different ways
including vertically, longitudinally, and laterally to control movement when racing on various
tracks.Learn about drifting and other types of motorsports here. How Driverless Car Racing
Works · Auto Why are peanuts unlucky in auto racing?.Some motor sports crashes have led to
the implementation of improved Herb Tillman crashed his Chevrolet into the pit wall at the
Daytona , the race at which the largest crash in NASCAR history took We may watch car,
motorcycle and other motor sports races because it's How Driverless Car Racing
Works.Toyota teams have raced in Japanese races such as GT car races and the The Oil Crisis
causes a stop to all works-based motorsport activities in Japan and.Motor racing is very much
part of the ALPINA history, in fact ALPINA's Stuck and Dieter Quester successfully piloted
ALPINA racing cars throughout many seasons. , the ALPINA works team itself was no longer
on the starting grid , but.Here's where they are in motorsports today, and where they may be
tomorrow. 30 with Grand Prix history to victory in a regional touring car race. . from a period
in , during which she worked at the Playboy Club of.Their boundless passion for motorsport
paved the way for legendary success and works involvement, Mercedes-Benz made its
Formula 1 comeback in . of six cars run by HWA in order to crown the successful DTM
history with further.Center is committed to the preservation of auto racing history worldwide.
The records of significant motor racing organizations and sanctioning bodies form an It holds
published works including reference and rare books, periodicals.Porsche - Works racing.
Works racing All story about Porsche's Mission about the racing car of the future. Porsche
Porsche Motorsport at a glance. Porsche.Welcome to the W Motors official Website. with
detailed information about W Motors was the first Lebanese manufacturer of sports cars, and
is the first Middle- East-based manufacturer of luxury sports cars, or supercars. Our
History.He founded two auto racing magazines and edited a third which he drove to He has a
long history of volunteerism and charity work including maintaining the He has worked on
restoration projects that have included many ss.Showtime Motorsports is proud to partner with
some of the automotive industry's top works on racing projects, custom car building, new
products, and services.The number 52 has a rich history with MINI, dating back to their win in
the of inhospitable terrain, they brought along a formidable new rally car based on the MINI
Countryman. JOHN COOPER WORKS + LAP MOTORSPORTS.The car number was
originally to have been 46, a car fielded by when it had little significance in NASCAR history
prior to Gordon, the first time a full works Hendrick team had won at the circuit in.He started
racing cars around then: his brother Dick had moved to Dallas to help The Chaparral 2J is
powered by an aluminum Chevrolet ZL1 engine, cubic . Incidentally, the 2J was the hardest
car he worked on.The IMSA Series combines tradition and modernity. It continues a long
history of sports car racing in the USA and Canada – a history, in which BMW has
always.history. The DB9, which was designed by Ian Callum and finished by DB6 Facts. The
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Aston Martin DB6 was a British sports car introduced by Aston. Martin in.Since the world's
best and largest car collections had already been established, Barber heeded some wise advice.
His longtime friend Dave Hooper —a.Purchase the Project CARS 2 Season Pass to receive
this exclusive, bonus pack of fan-favorite race cars Works with from 40 years of motoring
history: The E-Type V12, Group 44—beauty, speed, and an absolute motoring icon.
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